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Nanopore sequencing 

ÅAim: Sequencing of single DNA molecule,  

through detection of ionic current  

modulations 

ÅPrinciple:  
>Lipid bilayer with 1 nanopore 

>Voltage applied on the trans side by a 

Patch clamp amplifier 

>ssDNA enter the pore 

>Nucleotides modulate the ion current 

>Event selection  

>Alignement 



Existing methods 
a) Strand sequencing: ionic current blockage 

> -hhemolysin (3nm electrical field) 

>Record the blockage of 10-15nt  

>translocation rate of 1nt/µs 

>>Low resolution, too fast translocation 
 

b) Exonuclease-sequencing of dNMP by modulation of ionic 
current 

> -hhemolysin-aminocyclodextrin adaptator+ Exonuclease 

>release and translocation of dNMP separetely 

>Record of the blockage of the current 

>>loss of sequential sequencing 

 



Existing methods 
c) Synthetic DNA and optical read-out  

>Conversion DNA into a pair of 12oligomers 
Ex: A=ab, T=ba, C=aa, G=bb 

>Hybridization with 2 fluorescent beacons  

>Sequential removal at the pore entry 

>Detection  of photon flashes recorded by CCD camera 

>>Errors during conversion, long procedure 

d) Strands sequencing using quantum tunneling 

>Artificial nanopore 

>Emitter and collector probes (tunneling) 

>Amplitude of tunneling current recorded 

>>Optimisation needed: 

*Current fluctuation (water and ions) 

*Reproducible orientation of the base (Nanotubes) 

*Translocation rate 



Aim: to develop a system that can read nucleotide specific 
current levels   
 

Rational: to reduce the cost of genome sequencing  
 

 

Reading DNA at single-nucleotide 
resolution with a mutant MspA 
nanopore and phi29 DNA polymerase  



Nanopore sequencing 

ÅPrinciple: Sequence specific current modification upon ssDNA 

translocation through a transmembrane pore  
 

ÅAdvantages: -Rapid sequencing of a long DNA molecule 

-Amplification free sample preparation 

-Direct detection of epigenetic modification 

ÅProperties of nanopores: -Physical dimension 

-Biophysical properties of different 
regions (entrance, vestibule, constriction region) 

ÅMain issues: -Size of constriction region (narrow) 

 -Interaction pore and DNA 

-Control on the sequencing rate 



Nanopore: MspA 

*Mycobacteria smegmatis porin A  

*Constriction region: 1.2nm Wide 

0.6nm long 

* Improvements: -Replacement of negative by neutral residues in 
the constriction region 

>enable DNA to go through 

-Addition of positive residues at the entrance 
and vestibule 

>Increase the entry rate of DNA in the pore 

*Free translocation of DNA of 1nt/µs: Modification of 
physical condition ŘƻƴΩǘ increase the Signal/Noise ratio 

 

 



Molecular motor:  
Phi29 DNA polymerase 

ÅDerived from: Bacillus subtilis phage 

ÅCharacteristics:  
-рΩ-оΩ ǇǊƛƳŜǊ strand extension 

-оΩ-рΩ Proofreading activity 

-No intrinsic helicase activity  

-Preference for ssDNA 

-Highly processive 

-Can synthetize a very long stretch of DNA: >70Kb 
 

ÅAllow a control of the DNA movement 

 



Principle of sequencing  

>SsDNA enter the pore 
>Interaction ǇƻǊŜΩǎ entrance 
 and phi29DNAP 
ҔрΩōƭƻŎƪƛƴƎ oligomer unzip 
until the primer  
>DNA synthesis 
 
 
>Ib: blocking current 
>Io: open pore current 

180mV 

3Ω 

5Ω 



Control 
experiments 

a.No phi29DNAP 
>1. DNA only enter the  
pore vestibule 
>2. DNA passing through 
MspA after unzipping 
 

b. No MgCl2 and dNTP 
 

c. Abasic peaks  
>too fast 
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Sequencing of a known sequence 

>Temporal ordering of the  
current levels 
 

>Ionic current nucleotide  
specific:  
* lowest for thymine 
*Moderate for cytosine/guanine 
*High for adenine 
 

>Toggling 
 

>Alignement of the current levels  
with the known DNA sequence 
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